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About This Game

The evil Grub Burger fast food chain has bribed their way into DinerTown™ and is threatening to drive out the local diners
with their cheap prices, sneaky tactics and the mysterious Ingredient X! It is up to you to take charge and help Flo and the

people of DinerTown before it’s too late. Use your restaurant savvy and business smarts to stock the right ingredients, set fair
menu prices and purchase new décor and advertising to make the diners successful again. Bring wholesome food and local

eateries back to DinerTown to give Grub Burger the boot once and for all!

5 different neighborhoods to save
Over 90 recipes to add to restaurant menus
More than 70 delicious ingredients to stock
Over a dozen unique restaurants to manage
8 new DinerTown chefs
25+ beloved characters from the Diner Dash® series
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Title: DinerTown Tycoon
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
PlayFirst
Publisher:
PlayFirst
Release Date: 30 Sep, 2009

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: OS X version Leopard 10.5.8, Snow Leopard 10.6.3, or later
Processor: G4 800 MHz or faster
Memory: 256 MB RAM
Min Screen Resolution: 800x600
Hard Drive: 30 MB

English
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If you like Time Mangement\/Tycoon games this is a good one,. I like this game. One of the better of these simple games. Can
be fun for a few hours.. my favourite game.. This is by far my most favorite Dash game! I really put some time into this game
making sure that I accomplish all the goals efficiently. Like all Dash games, they have a simple formula but this one in
particular shines the most as there is even a silly story to give you that extra motivation to play. Great for all ages!
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Pain... I kept wondering why the F$#\u00a8% i bought this thing....

the Tycoon addition to the name definetly tricked me... but it was the first and only time.. Thx to this game i will always triple
check a game if it has Tycoon added to the name....

Its stupid, plain silly. No challenge, yet no chill. Its just sad... seriously dont buy this think "oh manage a restaurant type
o\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665quot; nope nope, its more like a celphone game, clicky clicky type of
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 crap.

If i got this game for free i would seriously sue the mofuc&*&. 8\/10 nice, but short casual game (I finish it in 5.6h).. Very
short game, I finished it in 4 hours. While playing, I didn't find the game to be that much fun, and I would not recommend it to
anyone unless it was free.. DO NOT RECOMMEND! this game is nothing more than the PAYING version of the online game
Dinner City. Dinner city is a free online game which is the SAME GENERAL CONCEPT of this game. Please, do not waste
your money.. or your hard drive space on this POS. - H\/K Gamer Review
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